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Introduction
The Foot Collective Australia has been a very strong supporter of ReForest Now
for the past 2 years. Since engaging their community in this mission, the TFC
tribe have funded the growing and planting of 5,842 trees to
restore critically endangered rainforest in northern NSW.
Although most impactful on the ground, here is the outcome in numbers :
5,842 trees planted
1.5 hectares of burgeoning subtropical rainforest
100+ species including many that are threatened
1,200t of CO2e to be sequestered
TFC continues to make gracious contributions to our work and we sincerely
thank them for the opportunity of restoring rainforest on their behalf.

James Dooner and Mac Lyon joined the RN team on a
very wet planting day in McLeods Shoot on Feb 19, 2021

Summary

Site 1: 274 Wanganui Rd, Wanganui
This was one of several plantings done in areas that were burned by bushfire in
2019. Rainforest areas burned less effectively than other ecosystems and this very
hillside burned primarily with Acacia melanoxlyon and lantana (weed). We
therefore replanting the weedy/dry area with appropriate rainforest species as
can be seen to exist in view of the site - in the left bottom picture.

Site 2: 29 Myocum Downs Rd,
Mullumbimby
As can be seen on the map, this entire planting was done around a considerably
large native creek. Few creeks stay intact without trees around them, so we
surmised that this one is large water flow in flood season and is thus resisting
siltation. We covered as much of it as the landholder owned from end to end.
The neighbours on each side have now showed interest, with patience and time
we are repairing extensive creek lines everywhere we work.

Site 3: 194 St Helena Rd, McLeods shoot
This site is one of our Magnum opii. There are at least 38 000 rainforest trees
planted here to date with over 65 species utilised. It is the highest point in Byron
Bay - Please see video here.
This was the first of our large sites and our first attempt at planting a huge
number of trees in 2 weeks. The ground was particularly rocky and unforgiving,
resulting in some staff having to take time off to rest. However, this is now a
launch point for native seeds to fall in every direction into the landscape.
This planting site has also received hundreds of Birdwing butterfly vines, as we
know they live nearby.

Site 4: 16 Slatterys Rd, Bangalow
In this instance we have created a corridor of native trees, the width of which can
be seen below. This connects straight from the river south (where the planting
widens) to the road. Wildlife lost in the cleared landscape are generally attracted
to cover folliage, so we hope this guides them back to the creek.
An initial move like this will encourage future landholders to continue the
corridor northbound. First we need to create something to work off.

Site 5: 604 Lismore Rd, Nashua
Mixed rainforest/weedly invader jungles are on both the south and north side of
this unused paddock. The solution? Claim a boundary on both sides to stop
weed expansion and bond our planting to the forest edges. This will allow us to
regenerate these forest sections with our bush regen team when the landholder
is ready. It also ensures weeds are shaded by rainforest trees planted on the
edges.

Site 6: 149 Federal Drive, Eureka
This is our largest of the Magnum Opii. 58 000 rainforest trees and counting. The
highlighted area shows only the part where your trees are planted. The site has
rainforest plantings that are contiguous with ancient rainforest remnants which
we are in the process of restoring. There are many places in our material to find
out more about this large site.

Site 7: 1145 Friday Hut Rd, Brooklet
Cleared deep red rainforest soils around a giant watersource were the working
basis of this site. We set about restoring all the creek edges to stop run off,
erosion and retain moisture. Rainforest regenerators are also improving the site
overall.

Site 8: 241 Middle Pocket Rd,
Middle Pocket
This site has some existing areas of natural value, so we worked with the
landholder to connect the rainforest trees to what they do already have. Again
with a focus on improving the quality of the water onsite.

Site 9: 70 Bourgainvillea Drive, Federal
Extensive existing rainforest and creeks occur nearby as can be seen in the
bottom right image. We sought to create a thick wedge in between existing
forest remnants to ensure that native trees have the dominant ground control
and seed source going forward.

Site 10: 315 Coorabell Rd, Coorabell
We have completed 12 hectares of rainforest regeneration for the landholder of
this site. The teal blue areas on the left side of the map run right against the
Wilsons' river (one of the best surviving rainforest creek lines in the area).
These teal areas were reinforced with infilled plantings as there were large gaps
that had been previously occupied by weeds only (now killed).

Bringing back the Big Scrub Rainforest
The Big Scrub rainforest is home to
an incredible array of life created
from the rich volcanic soils of
Wollumbin (Mt Warning). The
unbroken forest once covered 75,000
hectares of northern NSW (an area
larger than Singapore!) and was thick
with trees, shrubs, ferns and vines.
Tragically, 99.6% of this unique
ecosystem was decimated due to
logging and land clearing for
agriculture. By 1900 all that remained
was less than 33 small, scattered
patches called "remnants" (see
bottom image). By the beginning of
the 1990s most of the remnants were
degrading under the impact of
introduced and highly invasive
weeds. As a result, many rare and
endangered species are on the brink
of extinction. We have a lot to save
and a lot of damage to repair.
Together we are starting to undo the
intensive and widespread clearing of
early settlers in Australia. We're
fighting against the ecological and
climate crises.
Our mission is not just to discuss
our dreams of seeing the
rainforest restored, but rather to
get out there, rapidly achieve
outcomes of high ecological value,
and report back to the people who
made it happen - YOU.

Species List
This is an example list of the types of native species we have planted across the
10 sites where your trees were planted. We estimate that over 100 different
species were used. We grow everything from creekside shrubs to 50m giant
trees that emerge high above the canopy - prioritising the endangered in our
nursery. We plant diverse, complex subtropical rainforest at 1.5m spacing to
create a fast-forming, stratified rainforest canopy.

Sandpaper fig
Lomandra
Black apple
Red carrabean
Brown kurrajong
Kangaroo apple
Australian teak
Brush box
Snow wood
Mischocarpus
Red bean
Pink ash
Blue quandong
Cudgerie
Red cedar
Native tamarind
Strangler fig
Blue lily pily
Native frangipani
Poison peach
Red ash
Bolwarra
Acrynecea
Celery wood
Guioa
Pencil cedar
Rye berry
Ficus variegata
Sweet pittosporum
Jack wood

White bolly gum
Bleeding heart
White booyong
Macaranga
Flame tree
Pink euodia
Cunjevoi
Native ginger
Bangalow palm
Cordyline
Black walnut
Coolamon VU
Small-leaved tamarind EN
Elattostachys spp.
Black wattle
Cheese tree
Black bean
Gossia fragrantissima
Blue lilly pilly
waterhousia
Dianela
Foam bark
Tulip wood
Rough-leaved elm
Brainia
Hairy walnut
White beech
Silky oak
Davidson Plum EN

Where to from here
Thank you to The Foot Collective Australia for your considerable and
stable support. Your particular style of support is so valuable to us.
Significant monthly donations stabilise our work and allow us to plan
ahead. Most donations are infrequent and large, or small and daily so
we appreciate your style of donation.
Going forward we have something special to involve you in.
250,000 rainforest trees to be planted at a single site! This will be
almost as much as we have planted in 3 years across all locations. This
might be Australia's largest and most diverse rainforest planting, and
you will be a part of this.
The project will commence from September/October 2022, so expect
to hear progress soon! We are aiming for incredible biodiversity and
look forward to your involvement.
If you have any further queries please contact our CEO on
+61 415 134 941
or
info@reforestnow.org.au

Yours sincerely,

Maximo Bottaro - CEO at ReForest Now

Thank you
Together we can
bring back the
rainforest

